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Dance plus 5 15th december 2019

Show title: Dance Plus 5 2019 Quality: 480p HDRip Episode Date: 15th December 2019 Stars: Remo D'souza, Mithun Chakraborty Show Name: Dance Plus 5 2019 Quality: 480p WEB-DL Episode Date: 15th December 2019 Judges: Remo D'souza Dance Plus 5 is approaching the sky with each episode that passes. Competitors train
hard and show off their skills. Their dedication level is excellent. Due to any challenge from other team captains, they perform their actions with grace that leaves all other captains and audiences charmed. Sunny Deol &amp;amp; Sunil Shetty grace stage Sunny Deol and Sunil Shetty decorate the stage by dancing to their songs. But here
comes the twist. The lyrics of their song have been edited. Remo D'Souza was made a scapegoat because he's a strict judge and doesn't give contestants pluses so easily. Sunil Shetty states that these contestants will not have a plus not happening, and these contestants will not be deprived of plus is what will not happen. Dhadkan on
stage Bhim Bahadur Bhim Bahadur and his partner enacted the whole film in the form of dancing on stage. They had good chemistry and did emotional scenes so well. The judges were very impressed and got a combined score of 38+. Ace Crew Border Nostalgia The crew performed at the border. It was the show's best performance.
With grace, they enacted both war scenes and emotional scenes. The slow-motion parts were the highlight of their negotiations. Both actors miss the show. They shared some of the memories that took place while filming for Border. Sunny Deol also mentioned that they were trained by real military officers for this film. Remo D'Souza gave
them a double plus because their cumulative score went 50+. Be Fab performs on the Krishna Be Fab Crew played on Krishna. The highlight of their act was a 180-degree back flip. Some captains thought the performance had more tricks and less dancing. Their score was 34+. Guests also deserve Plus Sunil Shetty and Sunny Deol
performed a fun dance at Sheher Ki Ladki. They get a plus from all the team captains and super judges. Gadar By Dynamic Dance Crew Performed at Gadar. Their act was simple, but it was powerful enough to leave an impact on the minds of captains and judges. The judges have earned great recognition. Sanchita and Subrata set the
scene on fire! Remo D'Souza's Medley on Sunil Shetty and Sunny Deol's song show ended on an emotional note. That was the highlight of the show. Remo D'Souza introduced Medley Sunil Shetty and Sunny Deol and their hits. This Medley made them cry. Sunny Deol said he and his family are very emotional. Anyone who shows love
for them tends to be emotional. Sunil Shetty stated that 28 years of his career has been proven in a brilliant way. The show comes on There is always something or another that is still happening on Dance Plus 5, but the important thing is that dancing is always at its core. And this episode was no different. Dabangg 3 cast - Salman Khan,
Sonakshi Sinha and Saiee Manjrekar along with director Prabhu Deva were present at the show in support of their film. And everyone was dancing, and they seemed to be having a good time. So, let's go over what happened on the show. Also Read - Nagin: Nikhil Dwivedi producing a film trilogy on ladyRupesh Bane's shape-changing
snake is a fabulous performance by Rupesh Bane performance impressed one and all. Remo thought it was his best performance to date and got an overall score of 39+. Read also - Dabangg 3's Saiee Manjrekar marks a bilingual biographical film about Major Sandeep Unnikrishnan, produced by Mahesh BabuWatch daily top 5 video
belowTribute by Salman - 30 years, 30 songsThis was one of the highlights of the show. As you may know, Salman Khan will soon complete 30 years in the business. So, a special tribute was planned for him, in which he grooved to 30 of his hit numbers. Songs included Oh oh jaane jaana, Swag se karenge sabka swagat, Hud hud
dabangg dabangg, Prem ratan dhan payo, Slow motion mein, Jaanam samjha karo, Just chill chill and many more. It was high on energy and even Sonakshi and Saiee were grouting at the spot where they were standing. Just before it was supposed to end, all the captains, dancers and Remo joined Salman on stage to hook step Jawaani
phir on aaye. Salman performed for almost 10 minutes non-stop and was breathless by the time it was over. Read also - Tuesday Trivia: Did you know that birthday boy Arbaaz Khan replaced this actor in Salman Khan starrer Pyaar Kiya's Darna Kya? (Also read: Dance Plus 5: Salman Khan sets the dance floor as he grooves on Oh Oh
Jaane Jaana; watch the video) Priyanka and Suraj receive Remo warningO another were Priyanka and Suraj, who performed on Sau dard hain. Their performance wasn't down to the mark. Remo gave them a warning and wanted them to get better next week. (Read also: Dance Plus 5: Sunny Deol and Suniel Shetty attend Remo
D'Souza dance show and are taken back to the boundaries of the days) Ace got into the top 10 Group ace got into the top 10. They were chosen ahead of Monark, who performed brilliantly in tonight's episode. So, did you like this Dabangg 3 special Dance Plus 5 episode? Tweet us @Bollywood_Life and let us know. Stay tuned to
BollywoodLife for the latest scoops and updates from Bollywood, Hollywood, South, TV and Web-Series. Click for us on Facebook, Twitter, Youtube and Instagram. Dance Plus is a popular Indian dance reality show that began airing in 2015. Read on to learn about written updates for Dance Plus for December 7 and 8. Dance Plus 5
December 7 written update Weekend episode dance plus season 5 started with Geeta Kapoor, Terrence Lewis Remo D'Souza's stunning record. They were accompanied by the captains of the show. They then danced to Ek Dusre's Karte Hain Pyaar Hum song. Geeta also mentioned that the trio has now successfully completed 10 years
of friendship. Read also: Dance Plus 5 Written Update: The best weekend performances Punit Pathak gave his first performance called Old Is Gold, for which he also called Naitik and Siba Prasad from Team Dharmesh and Team Suresh. Naitik also played Ek Ladki Bheegi Si. The naitic performance was appreciated by the audience.
Read also: Dance Plus 5: Suraj and Priyanka All Set Give electrifying performance siba prasad then played another on Kisi Ki Muskurahtoh Pe Ho Nisar. After his performance, Sib's parents surprised him. Siba was thrilled to see his parents because he didn't go home in the last ten years. Suresh thanked Geeta, Rem and Terrence for the
dance uprising in India. Special guests Captains and Super Judge played with each other. Suresh then also challenged Dynamic Dance Crew and Deepika, Rupesh from team Dharmesh and team Karishma respectively DDC danced elegantly to Hum Hai Is Pal Yaahaan whereas Deepika and Suresh danced on Tadap Tadap, which was
quite an emotional performance. December 8 update Jehangir carried with polyethylene bag as a prop. He also performed on the Humdard. His performance was quite emotional and recounted the life of a street vendor. Ananya and Dharmesh praised Jehangir. The next person to jump on stage was Sameep. He performed on Binte Dil
with the balloon as his props. Bhumi praised his performance, which was a dark-themed one. Team Punit's Janam won the international team challenge. Janam got 40 plus, while Rupesh and B Fab got 19 each, while Ace got 18 plus. Overall score: Dharmesh 88 plus, Suresh 88 plus, Karishma 94 plus, Punit 109 plus. Karishma sent
creative dance crew, while Punit sent Sanchita and Subroto. The first to perform were Sanchita and Subroto. They performed at Kar Har Maidaan Fateh. Creative Dance Crew performed at Laila Main Laila. Karishma's Creative Dance Crew won the final duel. Karishma nominated Creative Dance Crew and Deepika-Rupesh for the top 10.
Remo sent Deepika-Rupesh into the top 10. That ended with an episode of Dance Plus 5. Get the latest entertainment news from India and around the world. Now watch your favorite TV celebrities and TV updates. Republic World is your one-stop destination for trendy Bollywood news. Tune in today to stay up to date with all the latest
news and headlines from the entertainment world. Fun.
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